FORUM
VOL. 43 radiocompasses had produced a highly dangerous degree of navigational illiteracy which had to be overcome with much pain and many penalties. In Section 4.3, a brief description is given of Knickebein, which was used by German bombers against UK targets early in the war. Strenuous efforts were made by the RAF to identify this system, and eventually it became possible to bend the beams and also to deduce from their layout which targets were under threat. The system was far from totally effective.
It is, of course, axiomatic that the needs of the user must always be paramount. Unfortunately, each of the radio navigation systems was found to be wanting in one or more aspect. For example, the D/F systems were unable to deliver accurate fixes at any distance from the UK -which was a serious defect in such areas of operation as the South-Western Approaches. As these facilities were used only in times of emergency -under the prevailing conditions of radio silence -they were seldom overloaded. Their failure sprang from the narrow width of their baselines: so-called 'fixes' were usually large areas of uncertainty. Similar limitations applied to loop bearings -only more so: the bearings were usually in error by several degrees.
As a matter of history, it is appropriate to conclude with the official doctrine of the Royal Air Force for navigation during the war, involving the use of radio aids. Apart from the practical plotting techniques of determining the actual position line, which, in the case of a loop bearing, is a sector of the applicable curve of equal bearing, there is the added problem of laying-off a bearing from a source not contained on the map or chart in use. Given all these real difficulties, the navigator was given the following warnings:
(i) All D/F may be subject to enemy interference.
(ii) The reliability of D/F depends on the distance from station, the height of the aircraft, the kind of intervening country and the prevailing atmospheric conditions. (iii) Congestion may occur when asking for D/F bearings or fixes, as only one caller can be handled at a time. When flying conditions are bad and D/F help is in great demand, serious delay may be experienced. (iv) When using the aircraft loop, bearings can be obtained at any time without causing congestion; but the reliability of a bearing is always dubious, and at extreme range (300 miles), the plotting of position lines may be complicated. The sense of a D/F bearing should always be checked against the bearing to be expected from general considerations. Remember that a steady course is essential for an accurate loop bearing. It cannot be too strongly emphasised that D/F is only an aid to air navigation. Used cautiously and always supported by a background of other observations, it can be a valuable asset to assist, but never to replace, DR navigation. The emphasis was necessary to give the wartime navigator a proper sense of proportion.
It is hoped that these comments do not appear to be too negative, but it is important to keep the record straight.
